The subgradient, under strict efficiency, of a set-valued mapping is developed, and the existence of the subgradient is proved. Optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange multipliers for a strictly efficient point are established in the general case and in the case with ic-cone-convexlike data.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, set-valued optimisation problems have received particular attentions from mathematics. For instance, Gong [4] has studied the connectedness of efficient solution sets, Tanino [5] has studied sensitivity analysis, Cheng and Fu [1] have studied density, Corley [3] established optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange, Kuhn.and Tucker with convex data. Lin [6] , Taa [7] have generalised the Moreau-Rockafeller type theorem to set-valued maps and established some optimality conditions. In this paper, we first establish the definition of the strict subdifferential of a set-valued mapping, we prove the existence of strictly efficient subgradient and establish a characterisation of this subdifferential by scalarisation. Finally, the optimality conditions of set-valued optimisation are presented with a strictly efficient subgradient. ) With respect to the definition of strictly efficient points, the equality (2.1) is equivalent to [3] Set-valued optimisation 363
Let X o be a nonempty subset of X. Now we consider the following set-valued map optimisation problem:
Z are set-valued maps. The set of feasible solution of (VP) is denoted by C, that is It is obvious that if F is D-nearly subconvexlike, then F is ic -Z?-convexlike on C if D has a nonempty interior [8] . 
iec
The set of all weak subgradients for y of F at x is called the weak subdifferential for y of F at x is denoted by d w F(x,y). The set of all strict subgradients for y of F at x is called the strict subdifferential for y of F at x and is denoted by dpEF(x,y). 
there exists some open convex circled neighbourhood U of zero in y such that
We define i4= { ( x , y ) € C x y : y e F ( x ) -| -c o n e ( B -C / ) } .
Since F is D-convex, then it is (cone(B -C/))-convex, since £> C cone(B -U). It is easy to show A is convex set. Using Lemma 3.1 we know that intA ^ 0, since epi F C A, int epi F ^ 0. We wish to show that (
Then there exist j/i G F(x),di G cone(B -U), such that,
This contradicts (3.1), and shows that (x,y) g intA. Hence there exists nonzero (/,g) eX' xY', such that
We now show that g / 0. Suppose that g = 0; then f(x -x) ^ 0 for any x E C. Since x G int C, this leads to a contradiction. Hence g ^ 0. On the other hand, in (3.2) taking
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039290
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That is
Taking b £ B, setting y 0 = 6/(3(6)), we get g{yo) = 1-Define a linear operator
, then U is a neighbourhood of zero, and
Now we prove T is a strict subgradient for y of F at i , that is
Using (3.4) and (3.5), we get
On the other hand, using (3.3) and (3.2) we have
This is a contradiction. Thus, T € d FE F(x,y). D THEOREM 3 . 2 . Let F be a D-convex set-valued function from X into Y and y £ F(x). Then T £ d FE F(x,y) if and only if there exists f £ B
at such that
, there exists t > 0 such that /(6) > t, for any be B. Set
V = {y £ Y : f(y) < t).
Then V is a neighbourhood of zero. Since / is continuous at zero, there exists an open convex circled neighbourhood U of zero such that U C V D Vg, we have 
(\J (F(x) -T(x)) -(y -T(x))) n(U-B)=<d.
iex It is clear that 
A ( y i -T(xx) -(y -T(xx))) = u -(b + A A^)
That is
cone( | J (F(x) -T(x)) -(y -T(x))) n(U -B).

This is a contradiction. Thus (3.10) holds. Since F is D-convex and T is a linear operator, then F -T is a .D-convex map. It is clear that cone (\J(F(x)-T(x))+D-(y-T(x]
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039290 [7] Set-valued optimisation 367 is a convex set. Applying the separation theorem of convex sets, we can get an / € V*\{0} such that
\f(y-T(x)+d-(y-T(x))) > /(«)-/(&), VA^0,i6X,y€ F(x),d e D,u eU,beB.
From this, we have
and
Since f ^ 0, U is a, neighbourhood of zero, then there exists Ui € ?7 such that 
B). xev
This implies that 0 € FE( \J (H^X) + H 2 {X)),B).
We define
V i€V '
A = {(x,y) eVxY-.ye H^x) + cone(B -U)}, Q = {(x, -y) e V x Y : y € H 2 (x) + cone{B -U)}.
Since Hi and H 2 are D-convex, then H\ and /f2 are cone(B -f/)-convex, it follows that A and Q are convex subsets of V x Y. Because Fi is connected at x 0 G int V, by Lemma available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039290 [8] 3.1, it is clear that int A / 0. We wish to show that int .A n Q = 0. Suppose that (x, y) G int A n Q; then there exists Because (x, 0) G A f~l Q, it follows that a = /(x). Further, we may prove that g G B st , this way is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.
From (3.12) we get
Since / ( x ) = <7(Ti(x)), we have
By Theorem 3.2, we have
Thus we complete the proof the theorem. D available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039290
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O P T I M A L I T Y CONDITIONS
In this section, we establish optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange and Fritz John, and under some conditions, we obtain the Lagrange-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers of the problem {VP). 
